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Iranian Tigers At War Taghvaee
Iran is working to build new fighter jets domestically, though its fleet of older models has held up extremely well.
Is Iran REALLY Working To Build Homegrown Fighter Jets?
And yet it appears identical to an F-5F Tiger II two-seater jet ... According to Iranian aviation expert Babak Taghvaee, the Kowsar may merely be an avionics testbed—a regular F-5F fitted ...
New Name, Old Plane: Meet Iran’s Attempt to Modernize the F-5 Fighter
Six Iranian films will be competing in the various categories of the 24th edition of the Shanghai International Film Festival, which will be held from June 11 to 20.
Shanghai festival picks six movies from Iran
Op-ed views and opinions expressed are solely those of the author. Israel is the good guy in the latest Middle East conflict, and I’d like to see […] ...
Sri Lanka’s lesson for Israel: Win it!
The recent Israeli aggression against Palestinians has once again exposed the insensitivity and cowardice of Arab and other Muslim majority countries which claim to be Islamic countries on the basis ...
Self-Proclaimed Islamic Countries Shy Away From Their Responsibility Towards Palestine
Fourth Division fighters returned to their barracks and were replaced by Fifth Corps militias (Tiger ... Iran’s influence without open military confrontation through skirmishes or soft war.
Russia, Iran in Syria: Partners clashing
TRI.BE’s attempt to replicate their debut success on their sophomore offering ‘Conmigo’ proves to be a less successful follow-up.
While fun, TRI.BE’s maximalist pop on ‘Rub-A-Dum’ lacks creativity and imagination
The Obama administration has vowed it will keep the water passage open, an action that Iran said would be tantamount to war. Facing the possibility of a war or recession, if not both in an ...
Obama’s Sanctions on Iran May Be Paper Tiger
FIVE YEARS BEFORE THE 1979 Islamic Revolution transformed Iran, Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, a pilot who had earned his wings in 1946 flying a British Tiger Moth ... How useful the F-14 was in the ...
Persian Cats
One of the greatest moments of being a cinephile is discovering that so many great movies were made outside Hollywood, films with as many uncommon flavors as food from around the world.
Global cinema: From England to Japan, the 10 best international films ever made
The three major military powers (the United States, Russia, and China) systematically and consistently engage in inflation of the threats they face. Each side tends to see the worst motivation and ...
Intelligence and Ideology: the Exaggeration of the Threat
He did combat with giant clams, spy sharks, pygmy gorillas, massive spiders, white tigers, boa constrictors ... Then came the Persian Gulf War and, with it, a renewal of patriotism.
Macho in Miniature
U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken wrapped up a two-day Mideast mission on Wednesday, winning valuable diplomatic support and hundreds of millions of dollars of pledges from Arab ...
Blinken claims progress in effort to boost Gaza truce
Can you imagine an American democracy that is not at war with itself ... the Obama administration's Iran policy had been saying the entire time. Zarif is a paper tiger. The country is run by ...
Mollie Hemmingway: We have a violent crime crisis in this country
The Israeli Air Force (IAF) carried out a series of strikes in Syria Tuesday night, Syrian state media reported. A military source told SANA news that at about 2:00 am, the IAF carried out strikes ...
IAF Hits Targets in Syria, Syrian State Media Reports
He talked about how he and other Iranian diplomats were undermined by Soleimani, who had had the complete trust of Khamenei and responsible for the Iranian intervention in the Syria war.
Reasons why Iran cannot stop all these security breaches and leaks
“I was negotiating with Iran at the time for ... We are preparing to tranquillise the tiger.” Rwandan-born fashion designer and visual artist Eli Gold left his home when he was 13 as his country was ...
Cheetahs to make a comeback to India for the first time in 70 years
Surges in violence and scenes of civilian suffering are testing President Joe Biden’s resolve to wrench America’s foreign policy focus and troops away from the hotspots of the Middle East and ...
Violence tests Biden’s pullback from Middle East hotspots
But I will say this, one note of caution, I have been reading and I see that people who are not vaccinated are still getting COVID at very high rates, like back in December and January rates. And so I ...
‘The Five’ on John Cena apology to China, COVID origins
Novels from Chris Bohjalian and Jennifer McMahon, nonfiction from Alison Bechdel and Alexander Wolff, poetry from Madeleine Kunin among new releases.
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